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Summary of Past Work
Research timeline
Summary of Past WorkSummary of Past Work
Research timelineResearch timeline
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Real-time systemsReal-time systems

Summary of Past WorkSummary of Past Work
Current projectsCurrent projects

•• Practical multiprocessorPractical multiprocessor
schedulingscheduling

•• Rate-based resource allocation forRate-based resource allocation for
embedded systemsembedded systems

•• Adaptive Adaptive hapticshaptics in distributed in distributed
virtual environmentsvirtual environments

•• Differential congestion notificationDifferential congestion notification

•• Internet tomographyInternet tomography NetworkingNetworking
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Generation of Synthetic TrafficGeneration of Synthetic Traffic
OutlineOutline

•• The synthetic traffic generation problemThe synthetic traffic generation problem
–– The case for The case for source-level traffic modelingsource-level traffic modeling

•• A signature-based approach to modeling TCP connectionsA signature-based approach to modeling TCP connections
–– The The a-b-ta-b-t trace modeling paradigm trace modeling paradigm

•• Synthetic traffic generationSynthetic traffic generation
–– TheThe  tmixtmix  traffic generatortraffic generator

•• Validation of syntheticallyValidation of synthetically
generated trafficgenerated traffic

Today
•• Traffic analysis andTraffic analysis and

characterizationcharacterization
–– Statistical cluster analysis ofStatistical cluster analysis of

connection signaturesconnection signatures

•• Applications:Applications:
–– Workload evolutionWorkload evolution
–– DDoS DDoS detectiondetection
–– ……

“Tomorrow”
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Synthetic Traffic GenerationSynthetic Traffic Generation
A simple exampleA simple example

•• How does one (empirically) evaluate if a new activeHow does one (empirically) evaluate if a new active
queue management (AQM) scheme works?queue management (AQM) scheme works?

–– Or new protocol, router architecture, ...Or new protocol, router architecture, ...

•• You simulate it!You simulate it!
–– Simulate the network and the AQM scheme in software, orSimulate the network and the AQM scheme in software, or

use a real AQM implementation in ause a real AQM implementation in a testbed testbed
–– Simulate a set of traffic generation processesSimulate a set of traffic generation processes

ISP 1 EdgeISP 1 Edge
RouterRouter

ISP 2 EdgeISP 2 Edge
RouterRouter

Will AQMWill AQM
Help?Help?

ISP1ISP1
Clients/ServersClients/Servers

ISP2ISP2
Clients/ServersClients/Servers
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Synthetic Traffic GenerationSynthetic Traffic Generation
A simple exampleA simple example

•• ““RealisticRealistic”” traffic generation: traffic generation:
–– Collect a packet trace from a link of interestCollect a packet trace from a link of interest

»» arrival times, packet sizes, arrival times, packet sizes, ……

–– Replay the trace directly, orReplay the trace directly, or
–– Model the trace and use the  model to generate statisticallyModel the trace and use the  model to generate statistically

similar tracessimilar traces

•• Will the resulting traffic be Will the resulting traffic be ““realreal”” enough? enough?
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Synthetic Traffic GenerationSynthetic Traffic Generation
Source-level traffic generationSource-level traffic generation

•• Since the network shapes the traffic, what about theSince the network shapes the traffic, what about the
traffic is invariant of the network?traffic is invariant of the network?

–– Axiom: The application/userAxiom: The application/user’’s behavior is invariant ofs behavior is invariant of
low-level network processeslow-level network processes

•• The Floyd,The Floyd, Paxson  Paxson argument: source-level generationargument: source-level generation
of traffic is preferred over packet-level generationof traffic is preferred over packet-level generation

–– We desire We desire application-dependentapplication-dependent, , network independentnetwork independent
models of trafficmodels of traffic
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Synthetic Traffic GenerationSynthetic Traffic Generation
Source-level traffic generationSource-level traffic generation

•• We need models ofWe need models of
how applicationshow applications
generate trafficgenerate traffic

–– Models ofModels of
applicationapplication
protocols plusprotocols plus
models of howmodels of how
applications areapplications are
used by usersused by users

•• Approaches:Approaches:
–– Analytic modelsAnalytic models
–– Empirical modelsEmpirical models
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Source-Level Traffic GenerationSource-Level Traffic Generation
Example: HTTP traffic generationExample: HTTP traffic generation

•• thttpthttp  —— The UNC synthetic web traffic generator The UNC synthetic web traffic generator
[[SIGMETRICS 2001, SIGCOMM 2003, MASCOTS 2003SIGMETRICS 2001, SIGCOMM 2003, MASCOTS 2003]]

REQREQ

RESPRESP

UserUser

ServerServer

REQREQ

RESPRESP

REQREQ

RESPRESP

REQREQ

RESPRESP

REQREQ

RESPRESP

TimeTime

•• Primary random variables:Primary random variables:
–– Request sizes/Reply sizesRequest sizes/Reply sizes
–– User think timeUser think time
–– Persistent connection usagePersistent connection usage
–– Nbr of objects per persistentNbr of objects per persistent

connectionconnection

–– Number of embedded images/pageNumber of embedded images/page
––  Number of parallel connectionsNumber of parallel connections
–– Consecutive documents per serverConsecutive documents per server
–– Number of servers per pageNumber of servers per page
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Generation of Synthetic TrafficGeneration of Synthetic Traffic
OutlineOutline

•• The synthetic traffic generation problemThe synthetic traffic generation problem
–– The case for source-level traffic modelingThe case for source-level traffic modeling

•• A signature-based approach to modeling TCPA signature-based approach to modeling TCP
connectionsconnections

–– The The a-b-ta-b-t trace modeling paradigm trace modeling paradigm

•• Synthetic traffic generation Synthetic traffic generation —— from traces to replayed from traces to replayed
connectionsconnections

–– TheThe  tmixtmix  traffic generatortraffic generator

•• Validation of synthetically generated trafficValidation of synthetically generated traffic
–– Reproduction of Reproduction of source-levelsource-level properties properties
–– Reproduction of Reproduction of end-systemend-system properties properties
–– Reproduction of Reproduction of pathpath properties properties
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Source-Level Traffic GenerationSource-Level Traffic Generation
The failure of existing approachesThe failure of existing approaches

•• Dominant approach is toDominant approach is to
model individualmodel individual
applicationsapplications

•• Wide-area traffic isWide-area traffic is
generated by generated by manymany
different applicationsdifferent applications

•• Simulation/Simulation/testbedtestbed
experiments shouldexperiments should
generate generate ““traffictraffic  mixesmixes””

•• Does the HTTP source-Does the HTTP source-
level model constructionlevel model construction
paradigm scale to otherparadigm scale to other
applications?applications?

WebWeb

File-SharingFile-Sharing

Other TCPOther TCP

Other UDPOther UDP

FTP, EmailFTP, Email
Streaming, DNS, GamesStreaming, DNS, Games
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Constructing Source-Level ModelsConstructing Source-Level Models
Steps for simple request/response protocolsSteps for simple request/response protocols

•• Obtain a trace of TCP/IP headers from a network linkObtain a trace of TCP/IP headers from a network link
–– (Current ethics dictate that tracing beyond TCP header is(Current ethics dictate that tracing beyond TCP header is

inappropriate without usersinappropriate without users’’ permission) permission)

•• Use changes in TCP sequence numbers (and knowledgeUse changes in TCP sequence numbers (and knowledge
of HTTP) to infer application data unit (ADU)of HTTP) to infer application data unit (ADU)
boundariesboundaries

•• Compute empirical distributions of the Compute empirical distributions of the ADUs ADUs (and(and
higher-level objects) of interesthigher-level objects) of interest
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Ex: HTTP Model ConstructionEx: HTTP Model Construction
HTTP inference from TCP packet headersHTTP inference from TCP packet headers

ClientClientClient ServerServerServer

DATADATA

ACKACK

DATADATA

DATADATA

ACKACK

FINFIN

FIN-ACKFIN-ACK

FINFIN

FIN-ACKFIN-ACK

SYNSYN

SYN-ACKSYN-ACK

ACKACK

seqnoseqno  305305      acknoackno  11

seqnoseqno  11              acknoackno  305305

seqnoseqno  14611461  acknoackno  305305

seqnoseqno  28762876  acknoackno  305305

seqnoseqno  305305      acknoackno  28762876
TIMETIME
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Ex: HTTP Model ConstructionEx: HTTP Model Construction
HTTP inference from TCP packet headersHTTP inference from TCP packet headers

ClientClientClient ServerServerServer

DATADATA

ACKACK

DATADATA

DATADATA

ACKACK

FINFIN

FIN-ACKFIN-ACK

FINFIN

FIN-ACKFIN-ACK

SYNSYN

SYN-ACKSYN-ACK

ACKACK

305 bytes305305 bytes bytes

2876 bytes28762876 bytes bytes

seqnoseqno  305305      acknoackno  11

seqnoseqno  1  1            ackno ackno 305305

seqnoseqno  14611461  acknoackno  305305

seqnoseqno  28762876  acknoackno  305305

seqnoseqno  305 305     ackno ackno 28762876
TIMETIME
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Ex: HTTP Model ConstructionEx: HTTP Model Construction
HTTP inference from TCP packet headersHTTP inference from TCP packet headers

ClientClientClient ServerServerServer

ACKACK

ACKACK

FINFIN

FIN-ACKFIN-ACK

FINFIN

FIN-ACKFIN-ACK

SYNSYN

SYN-ACKSYN-ACK

ACKACK

305 bytes305 bytes305 bytes

seqnoseqno  1  1            ackno ackno 305305

seqnoseqno  305 305     ackno ackno 28762876
TIMETIME

2,876 bytes2,876 bytes2,876 bytes

HTTP
Request

HTTPHTTP
RequestRequest

HTTP
Response

HTTPHTTP
ResponseResponse
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Source-Level Traffic GenerationSource-Level Traffic Generation
Do current model generation methods scale?Do current model generation methods scale?

•• Implicit assumptions behind application modelingImplicit assumptions behind application modeling
techniques:techniques:

–– We can identify the application corresponding to a givenWe can identify the application corresponding to a given
flow recorded during a measurement periodflow recorded during a measurement period

–– We can identify traffic generated by (instances) of theWe can identify traffic generated by (instances) of the
same applicationsame application

–– We know the operation of the application-level protocolWe know the operation of the application-level protocol

•• Ex: The HTTP success story:Ex: The HTTP success story:
–– Request sizes/Reply sizesRequest sizes/Reply sizes
–– User think timeUser think time
–– Persistent connection usagePersistent connection usage
–– Nbr of objects per persistentNbr of objects per persistent

connectionconnection

–– Number of embedded images/pageNumber of embedded images/page
––  Number of parallel connectionsNumber of parallel connections
–– Consecutive documents per serverConsecutive documents per server
–– Number of servers per pageNumber of servers per page
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Source-Level Traffic GenerationSource-Level Traffic Generation
Do current model generation methods scale?Do current model generation methods scale?

•• Implicit assumptions behind application modelingImplicit assumptions behind application modeling
techniques:techniques:

–– We can identify the application corresponding to a givenWe can identify the application corresponding to a given
flow recorded during a measurement periodflow recorded during a measurement period

–– We can identify traffic generated by (instances) of theWe can identify traffic generated by (instances) of the
same applicationsame application

–– We know the operation of the application-level protocolWe know the operation of the application-level protocol

•• WhatWhat’’s needed is an application-independent methods needed is an application-independent method
of constructing source-level traffic modelsof constructing source-level traffic models

–– We need to be able to construct application-level modelsWe need to be able to construct application-level models
of traffic without knowing what applications are beingof traffic without knowing what applications are being
used or how the applications workused or how the applications work

–– We need to construct source-level models of We need to construct source-level models of applicationapplication
mixesmixes seen in real networks seen in real networks
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TCP Connection SignaturesTCP Connection Signatures
Recording communication Recording communication ““patternspatterns””

DATADATA

ACKACK

DATADATA

DATADATA

ACKACK

FINFIN

FIN-ACKFIN-ACK

FINFIN

FIN-ACKFIN-ACK

SYNSYN

SYN-ACKSYN-ACK

ACKACK

seqseq  305305  ackack  11

seqseq  11    ackack  305305

seqseq  14611461  ackack  305305

seqseq  28762876  ackack  305305

seqseq  305305  ackack  28762876

Web
Server
WebWeb

ServerServer

2,876 bytes2,876 bytes2,876 bytes

DATADATA

ACKACK

DATADATA

DATADATA

ACKACK

FINFIN

FIN-ACKFIN-ACK

FINFIN

FIN-ACKFIN-ACK

SYNSYN

SYN-ACKSYN-ACK

ACKACK

seqseq  305 305 ack ack 11

seqseq  1 1   ack ack 305305

seqseq  1461 1461 ack ack 305305

seqseq  2876 2876 ack ack 305305

seqseq  305 305 ack ack 28762876

CallerCallerCaller CalleeCalleeCallee

HTTP
Response

HTTPHTTP
ResponseResponse

HTTP
Request

HTTPHTTP
RequestRequest

305 bytes305 bytes305 bytes

Web
Browser

WebWeb
BrowserBrowser
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TCP Connection SignaturesTCP Connection Signatures
Recording communication Recording communication ““patternspatterns””

TIMETIME

Web ClientWeb ClientWeb Client

Web ServerWeb ServerWeb Server

HTTP
Request
305 bytes

HTTPHTTP
RequestRequest
305 bytes305 bytes

HTTP
Response

2,876 bytes

HTTPHTTP
ResponseResponse

2,876 bytes2,876 bytes

•• Communication pattern was (Communication pattern was (aa11, , bb11))
–– E.g.E.g., (305 bytes, 2,876 bytes), (305 bytes, 2,876 bytes)
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TCP Connection SignaturesTCP Connection Signatures
The The aa--bb--tt trace model trace model

CallerCallerCaller

CalleeCalleeCallee

a1 bytesaa11 bytes bytes

b1 bytesbb11 bytes bytes

a2 bytesaa22 bytes bytes

b3 bytesbb33 bytes bytes

a3 bytesaa33 bytes bytes

Epoch 1Epoch 1Epoch 1 Epoch 2Epoch 2Epoch 2 Epoch 3Epoch 3Epoch 3

t1 secondstt11 seconds seconds t2 secondstt22 seconds seconds

b2 bytesbb22 bytes bytes

•• We model a TCP connection as We model a TCP connection as a-b-ta-b-t vector: vector:

((((aa11, , bb11,, t t11),),  ((aa22, , bb22,, t t22), ), ……, (, (aaee, , bbee, , ))))

   where    where ee is the number of epochs is the number of epochs
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•• SMTP (send email)SMTP (send email)

The The aa--bb--tt Trace Model Trace Model
Typical Communication PatternsTypical Communication Patterns

•• Telnet (remote terminal)Telnet (remote terminal)

•• FTP-DATA (file download)FTP-DATA (file download)
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Source-Level Trace ReplaySource-Level Trace Replay
Traffic generation in a laboratoryTraffic generation in a laboratory testbed testbed

•• Given aGiven a testbed  testbed or simulator, can we effectivelyor simulator, can we effectively
simulate Abilene?simulate Abilene?

–– Can we simulate Can we simulate ““the Internetthe Internet”” in a lab or inside a modest in a lab or inside a modest
computer using a simple dumbbell topology?computer using a simple dumbbell topology?

–– Can we get away from having to make arbitrary decisionsCan we get away from having to make arbitrary decisions
about how we generate synthetic traffic?about how we generate synthetic traffic?

Cloud1Cloud1
Browsers/Browsers/

ServersServers

Cloud2Cloud2
Browsers/Browsers/

ServersServers

EthernetEthernet

SwitchSwitch

EthernetEthernet

SwitchSwitch

Cloud 1Cloud 1
Edge RouterEdge Router

Cloud 2Cloud 2
Edge RouterEdge Router

… …

Abilene traffic?Abilene traffic?
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Source-Level Trace ReplaySource-Level Trace Replay
Traffic generation in a laboratoryTraffic generation in a laboratory testbed testbed

•• TestbedTestbed::
–– 150+ end-systems, 10/100/1,000 Mbps connectivity,150+ end-systems, 10/100/1,000 Mbps connectivity,

dozens of switches routersdozens of switches routers

Cloud1Cloud1
Browsers/Browsers/

ServersServers

Cloud2Cloud2
Browsers/Browsers/

ServersServers

EthernetEthernet

SwitchSwitch

EthernetEthernet

SwitchSwitch

Cloud 1Cloud 1
Edge RouterEdge Router

Cloud 2Cloud 2
Edge RouterEdge Router

… …

Abilene traffic?Abilene traffic?

•• Input trace: A 2-hour Abilene trace from the NLANRInput trace: A 2-hour Abilene trace from the NLANR
repositoryrepository

–– 334 billion bytes, 404 million packets, 5 million TCP334 billion bytes, 404 million packets, 5 million TCP
connectionsconnections
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Source-Level Trace ReplaySource-Level Trace Replay
Traffic generation in a laboratory Traffic generation in a laboratory testbedtestbed

Anonymized Packet 

Header Trace

Source-level Trace:

Set of a-b-t Connection Vectors

Traffic

Generators

Traffic

Generators

Processing

Workload
Partitioning

Synthetic Packet 

Header Trace

TESTBED

How does synthetic
trace compare to
original trace?

How does synthetic
trace compare to
original trace?
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Validation of Generated TrafficValidation of Generated Traffic
QuestionsQuestions

•• Can we reproduce source-level properties of theCan we reproduce source-level properties of the
original traffic?original traffic?

•• Can we reproduce interesting measures of theCan we reproduce interesting measures of the
original trace?original trace?

–– Throughput per unit timeThroughput per unit time
–– Number of active connections per unit timeNumber of active connections per unit time
–– Connection transmission ratesConnection transmission rates
–– Long range dependence in packet and byte arrivalsLong range dependence in packet and byte arrivals
–– ……

•• Can we see interesting differences between UNCCan we see interesting differences between UNC
traffic and Abilene traffic?traffic and Abilene traffic?
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Verification of Source-Level PropertiesVerification of Source-Level Properties
Distribution of Distribution of aa and  and bb sizes (Abilene) sizes (Abilene)

50% of
objects…
50% of

objects…

…are 350
bytes or less
…are 350

bytes or less
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Verification of Source-Level PropertiesVerification of Source-Level Properties
Distribution of Distribution of aa and  and bb sizes (Abilene) sizes (Abilene)

Distribution of bs
(“responses”) considerably

heavier than as

Distribution of bs
(“responses”) considerably

heavier than as
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Verification of Source-Level PropertiesVerification of Source-Level Properties
Distribution of Distribution of aa and  and bb sizes (UNC) sizes (UNC)
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Verification of Source-Level PropertiesVerification of Source-Level Properties
Distribution of epochs per connectionDistribution of epochs per connection

Abilene’s distribution of
number of epochs per

connection heavier than UNC’s

Abilene’s distribution of
number of epochs per

connection heavier than UNC’s
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Verification of Source-Level PropertiesVerification of Source-Level Properties
Distribution of epochs per connectionDistribution of epochs per connection

30% of UNC connections &
41% of Abilene connections
have more than one epoch

30% of UNC connections &
41% of Abilene connections
have more than one epoch
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Verification of Source-Level PropertiesVerification of Source-Level Properties
Distribution of inter-epochs timesDistribution of inter-epochs times

50% of
epochs…
50% of

epochs…

…last 4.5 seconds
or less for UNC

…last 4.5 seconds
or less for UNC

…last 6 seconds or
less for Abilene

…last 6 seconds or
less for Abilene
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Reproduction of ThroughputReproduction of Throughput
Abilene Abilene tput tput —— Cleveland to Indianapolis Cleveland to Indianapolis
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Reproduction of ThroughputReproduction of Throughput
AbileneAbilene tput  tput ——Indianapolis to ClevelandIndianapolis to Cleveland
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Reproduction of ThroughputReproduction of Throughput
UNC throughput UNC throughput ——Inbound & outboundInbound & outbound
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Reproduction of Active ConnectionsReproduction of Active Connections
Abilene replay Abilene replay v.v. original original
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Reproduction of Active ConnectionsReproduction of Active Connections
UNC replay UNC replay v.v. original original
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Validation of Synthetic trafficValidation of Synthetic traffic
SummarySummary

•• We accurately reproduce source-level propertiesWe accurately reproduce source-level properties

•• This is sufficient for realistic reproduction of someThis is sufficient for realistic reproduction of some
interesting performance measures (throughput)interesting performance measures (throughput)

•• Overall, weOverall, we’’re replaying connections too fastre replaying connections too fast

•• This argues for modeling of end-system and path propertiesThis argues for modeling of end-system and path properties
–– TCP window size distributionsTCP window size distributions
–– Round-trip time distributionsRound-trip time distributions
–– Bottleneck transmission rate distributionsBottleneck transmission rate distributions
–– Loss rates, Loss rates, ……

Testbed
endsystems too
homogenous!

Testbed
endsystems too
homogenous!

•• Fundamental question: What is the minimal level ofFundamental question: What is the minimal level of
modeling necessary for an acceptable level of realism?modeling necessary for an acceptable level of realism?

–– Can the necessary parameters be derived from a header trace?Can the necessary parameters be derived from a header trace?
–– Can we still model the Internet with a dumbbell network?Can we still model the Internet with a dumbbell network?
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Reproduction of Round-Trip TimesReproduction of Round-Trip Times
Abilene/UNC replay Abilene/UNC replay v.v. original original

Abilene’s distribution of
RTTs heavier than UNC’s
Abilene’s distribution of

RTTs heavier than UNC’s
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Reproduction of Active ConnectionsReproduction of Active Connections
Abilene replays Abilene replays v.v. original original
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Reproduction of Active ConnectionsReproduction of Active Connections
UNC replays UNC replays v.v. original original
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Connection Transmission RatesConnection Transmission Rates
Abilene & UNC ratesAbilene & UNC rates

•• UNC connections have a larger concentration ofUNC connections have a larger concentration of
mass in the lower transmission ratesmass in the lower transmission rates

–– UNC has a higher percentage of bandwidth limited flowsUNC has a higher percentage of bandwidth limited flows
than Abilenethan Abilene

–– This suggestions introduces some bandwidth limitationsThis suggestions introduces some bandwidth limitations
into theinto the testbed testbed

Abilene UNC
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Reproduction of Active ConnectionsReproduction of Active Connections
UNC replays UNC replays v.v. original original
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Self-Similarity & Long-Range DependenceSelf-Similarity & Long-Range Dependence
Wavelet spectrum Wavelet spectrum —— Abilene westbound Abilene westbound
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Self-Similarity & Long-Range DependenceSelf-Similarity & Long-Range Dependence
Wavelet spectrum Wavelet spectrum —— UNC outbound UNC outbound
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Synthetic Traffic GenerationSynthetic Traffic Generation
SummarySummary

•• Simulation is the backbone of networking researchSimulation is the backbone of networking research

•• Too little attention is paid to realistic traffic generationToo little attention is paid to realistic traffic generation
–– How can we derive fundamental truths from todayHow can we derive fundamental truths from today’’ss

simulation results?simulation results?

•• We advocate modeling traffic as patterns of dataWe advocate modeling traffic as patterns of data
exchange patterns within TCP connectionsexchange patterns within TCP connections

–– Application-independent, network-independentApplication-independent, network-independent

•• Development of new, flexible traffic generatorsDevelopment of new, flexible traffic generators
–– With tunable degrees or realismWith tunable degrees or realism

•• Demonstrated that you can simulate the Internet in a labDemonstrated that you can simulate the Internet in a lab
–– Realistic network experiments are possible without arbitraryRealistic network experiments are possible without arbitrary

traffic generation choices!traffic generation choices!
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Future WorkFuture Work
Lots!Lots!

•• Plenty more variables to understand:Plenty more variables to understand:
–– Scaling and re-sampling paradigmsScaling and re-sampling paradigms

»» How do we generate 2x Abilene traffic, or 1.125 Abilene traffic?How do we generate 2x Abilene traffic, or 1.125 Abilene traffic?

–– Effect of tracing durationEffect of tracing duration
»» Minutes, hours, or days?)Minutes, hours, or days?)

–– Dealing with concurrent connectionsDealing with concurrent connections

•• Cluster analysis of Cluster analysis of a-b-ta-b-t connection vectors on-going connection vectors on-going

•• Still have yet to experiment with modeling UDPStill have yet to experiment with modeling UDP
connectionsconnections
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